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About This Game
An Old School Fantasy FPS

You find yourself on a small floating island. A grumpy old man introduces you to your new gained powers.
During the game you learn new spells by defeating increasingly difficult monsters.
The ultimate goal is to defeat the dragon to be able to return to reality.

The Survival Mode throws 20 increasingly difficult waves of monsters at you.
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Fight for a highscore in the online leaderboard by surviving as long as possible!

Key Features
5 versatile spells as weapons
10+ enemy types in two unique environments
Fully dynamic lighting and weather
No time wasted! Short, polished experience
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Title: Exteria
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mysteria Studio
Publisher:
Mysteria Studio
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016
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Great little arcade for the Vive, buy it you won't be disappointed!. Great little game!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ei9qY_dwSL8&feature=youtu.be. Do you want to know the secret to why we were here
how humans were put on this earth? Find out when Padak asks the master fish this question.. Simply programmed, but a good
game nonetheless.. iru a cute
too bad she sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Got this game in a bundle and mainly tried it to get the trading cards from it.
But to my surprise this game is actually pretty good, it's a cartoonish/humorous
twist to the classic tower defense games.
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The deluxe edition is worth picking up including timeless classics such as "Putin it in my butt". Community is anxiously waiting
for the announcment of the first expansion "Putin vs ISIS: Battle Royale".. Well the game looks good and runs ok but some
story line would be nice and just some more work needs to be put in i like the game and i really would love to play it when there
are more updates.
. This says that ther are, "Many bright Watercolour puzzle images.", but there is only one image and no way to chage it.
Watching the video for this game made my child say, "I want to do that one" pointing at one of the many images shown in the
trailer, but none of these are available.. I have done a video for those who don't know how to activate the dlc
CHECK IT OUT: http:\/\/youtu.be\/K9-hWkt0Zs4. I really love this game it isn't something that is super groundbreaking but I
have never played a western city builder before and it scratches my western and city builder itch at the same time. However this
game is not without it's problems as sometimes I am not able to place mines, but those are the only noteworthy bugs that I have
notices so far, what the game lacks in content it makes up for in beauty I would recommend this game to anyone who has played
and enjoyed banished and call of jaurez. Although the graphics are nothing to major I think they work just right for this kind of
game, but some fine tuning on them to make it a bit more realistic and gritty would not be amiss. I absolutely love this game and
hope to see some more content.. I can see myself playing this game more and more with it's repayable nature and online
leaderboards.
Upgradable ability's are the icing on the cake, although i wish Smash was a online playable game of it's own!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/kZ1MPyQswnc
The graphics are great for what it is, but won't blow your socks off. The price like i say at the end of the video, is one too think
about before purchasing this product. In the short while i have played this (I can't wait to faceoff with the bosses) i would say no
to anyone critical over the pricing of there games. But taking into account it has a online aspect in it's leaderboard i would
assume some of it will go towards the servers keeping track of the scores. I don't know. I have found no reason to give this
anything but a thumbs up and look forward to seeing you on the leaderboards!
. This game is one of my favorites :). I can't wait til the big update.. Well, after spending a long time trying to get this game to
just run, (due to an issue with some unreal games and teamviewer apparently), I have to say I'm quite disappointed. Graphically
the game is everything you see in the trailer, it's amazing, but gameplay wise is another story. The controls are atrocious. You
slide around like you're on ice, and you reverse at the same speed you accelerate, which is quite fast. It's a cheap price, so maybe
I shouldn't have expected anything decent, but, man, don't get your hopes up.. Tower of lust is an ordinary retro-platformer
styled game. I found the experience boring and barely worth the ~50 cents I paid for it.
There isn't much to be said about this title; You get what you pay for here. It has some simple implementations of item
shop\/different weapons\/leveling up, none of which seems to really impact the experience in any meaningful way. Weapon
reach seems to be the only real consideration among the options. Sharing of mana for fireball abilities some weapons have and
the jump mechaninc is frustrating.
More fun to be had elsewhere, and for free.... Yes. I recommend this game.
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